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 THE TELEPHONE  CITY 

Well this summer we, the LeBlanc family , decided to take a journey to Franklin North Carolina, for a combination relaxation and rocking trip.  

We made the decision to drive down south through New York State, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and finally North Caro-

lina.  Driving through New York Sate and most of Pennsylvania was pretty boring, flat countryside with not much to see.  But as we ap-

proached the border with Virginia we started to enter the northern end of the Appalachians, and the rolling hills and countryside became much 

more scenic and made the drive much more interesting.  We even drove through two mountains, via tunnels, which made me wonder what 

treasures the workers may have found while digging through the mountains.  We arrived at our Hotel in Fairmont, about the halfway point in 

our journey, and after a little supper at the  near-bye Cracker Barrel, Kims favourite, then retired for the night. 

Our second day driving south consisted of more mountain driving, awesome scenery, and perfect driving weather.  We arrived in Franklin late 

in the afternoon and proceeded to look for the cabin we had rented for the week.  It, the cabin, was a little hard to find but once we located it 

we were very pleased with our accomadations for the week.  A beautiful A frame house with three bedrooms, a huge deck greeted us.  We 

basically brought our stuff into the house and unpacked and made plans for the next day. 

Over the next few days we went to several of the local area “mines” settling mostly on the Cowee Mountain Ruby Mine.  Here we met John 

(Thunder Bottom), the attendant at the sluicing part of the mine.  Most of the mining was done by sluicing, were you purchase buckets of mine 

dirt, either natural or enriched, and using a screen washed the dirt away and hopefully discover a rough gem or two.  This type of “mining” 

suited Kim and I the most as neither of us are very mobile.  As we scooped dirt into our screens and washed the dirt away in the sluice Thunder 

Bottom would regal us with stories and whenever we found a stone we could not identify, give us humorous hints as to what the mineral might 

be.  We found a myriad of minerals and stones,  everything from all the Quartz’s (Amethyst, Citrine, Clear, Rose and Smoky) to Sodalite, 

Tourmaline, Silver Topaz and Garnets.  But by far the most interesting finds were the Rubies, Sapphire’s, and Emeralds, some of the Rubies 

we found were of fairly large size, the biggest being around 120ct.  We also found several nice Sapphires and nice Emerald Beryl’s.  While 

none of the gem stones we found were top quality Jewellery quality stones they were still very nice specimens. 

Also in one of the buckets you could purchase they included a facetted stone of about 1ct or so,  Kim and Theresa obtained several nice stones 

this way, which for a very reasonable fee, had set into Stirling silver ring findings at the onsite jeweller.  We also made a few other purchases 

at the onsite Rock Shop to add to our rock collections. 

While driving around we also discovered a local shop called “Franklin Gemstone and Jewellery Warehouse” a extremely well stocked store 

with a large quantity of different tumbling materials like  Tourmaline, Aquamarine, Iolite, Garnet, Star Garnet, Emerald Ore, Sapphire Ore, 

and Topaz along with many other minerals.  They also have a large selection of facetted stones in various sizes and shapes and in just about 

any mineral or gem you could want.  We purchased several nice facetted stones, some really nice amethyst and Blue Topaz stones as well as a 

couple of really nice Green Tourmaline square cut stones.  We also purchased several bags of tumbling material so look for some nice wrapped 

stones from us at next years show. 

Of course part of any vacation to a new location has to include sampling the local food.  We heard about a spot called the Dillard House from 

one of the local’s so we decided to give it a try.  We actually had to drive south for about a half hour to northern Georgia to get to the Dillard 

House.  Entering the grounds at the Dillard House we saw a very beautiful area with manicured lawns and many flowering bushes.  Apherently 

the story goes that during  in 1794 Captain John Dillard was awarded a land grant of 1000 acres in the valley for his service during the Ameri-

can Revolution. Legend says that Captain Dillard made peace with the local Cherokee Indians by trading a muzzle-loading rifle, a jug of apple 

brandy, one coonskin cap and $3 cash for all the land between the two mountain tops.   Eating at the Dillard House was quite an experience, 

you basically are ushered to your table by the hostess and the servers just start bring plates of food, chicken, ham steak, pork, meatloaf, okra, 

sweet potato casserole, grits, and many other veggie dishes, and they just kept bring things out until you told them full.  Then to top it off you 

were allowed to bring home whatever was left on the table in a doggie bag.  We also ate at a restaurant called “the Cajun Connection”  where I 

sampled Gator, Frog Legs and Boiled Crawdads, Theresa played it safe with Fish and Chips and Kim had shrimp. 

The mountains in the area are very scenic and there are many waterfalls that are easily accessible.  We viewed several of them with the most 

memorable of them being the bridal veil falls, one we physical could walk under.  Roads in these mountains are very winding and steep with 

sheer edges.  We drove up about six miles to the top of the mountain where the quaint little village of Highlands at a elevation of 4118 ft.  A 

small lake created by a dam on the Cullajasa River with many cute little cabins on its shores was located where we turned around and headed 

back down the mountain. 

A couple of other interesting places we went to while in Franklin was the Tartan Museum which was very interesting to Kim (Cruickshank) 

LeBlanc, especially the clan Stewart of Atholl which covers the Cruickshank Family.  Kim checked out the Museum and we made a few small 

purchases in the Scottish store.  We also went to the Ruby City gem mine and Museum which had a many very interesting gem and mineral 

and Indian artifacts as well as a very nicely stocked store with raw gems and minerals as well as finished gems.  

THE LEBLANCS IN NORTH CAROLINA 
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THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL 

All in all it was a very enjoyable vacation to “Americas Gem Capital” and one that we would recommend to anyone to do at least once,  

We certainly intend on returning hopefully for two weeks next time.  Please enjoy the below pictures of our trip and some of the minerals 

we collected. 

Waterfalls on the Cullajasa River Cabin friend—loved peanuts Kim and TT enjoying swing at cabin 

Where we did most of our mining 
Thunder Britches from Cowee Mitn Ruby in Zosite at Ruby City Museum 

Tartans at the Tartan Museum Mountain Vista Entering North Carolina 

Raw Rubies and Saphirres Large 120ct Ruby Raw Emerald Beryl’s and Rough 

Large Crystal Points Raw Topaz—Silver and Blue Selection of cut stones we purchased 
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 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL Sapphire - Septembers Birthstone 

Sapphire is the official birthstone for the month of September as adopted by the American National Association of Jewelers in 1912. It is also one of the birth 

stones for the Zodiac signs of Pisces, Taurus, Virgo and Sagittarius.  Sapphire is given as a gem for the 5th, 23rd and 45th wedding anniversaries while a star 

sapphire is given on the 65th wedding anniversary.   The striking deep blue of a quality sapphire is reminiscent of a cloudless night sky. Ancient civilizations 

believed that the world was set upon an enormous sapphire, which painted the sky blue with its reflection. This legend, as well as the belief that the ten command-

ments were inscribed upon tablets made of sapphire, gives September’s birthstone a royal place among gemstones.  Sapphire is named after the Greek word 

"sapphires 

Sapphires are extremely durable (only diamond and moisannite are harder).   Sapphire is the non-red variety of corundum (the red variety of corundum is ruby). A 

9.0 on the moh scale of hardness, sapphire is the second hardest natural mineral.   Artificial sapphire crystals are used are used as the crystal face in genuine Rolex 

watches, and they are extremely scratch resistant. 

Blue is by far the most popular color for sapphires, but they can be almost any color, including yellow, green, white, colorless, pink, orange, brown, and purple 

and yes even black. Padparadscha is the name for a rare orange-pink variety of sapphire and has a higher value than blue sapphires.  

Sapphires with inclusions of tiny, rutile needles exhibit an optical property called asterism. This is the star shaped effect seen in star sapphires and is usually only 

seen in cabochon cuts.  Star sapphires usually have six ray stars, but twelve ray stars are also known. Rarely, when sapphires are cut en cabochon, they can 

demonstrate a cat's eye effect. This effect displays a thin band of light down the center of the stone and is known as chatoyancy. Heating colorless and very pale 

blue sapphires to high temperatures is done to give them an intense blue color This treatment can also improve the clarity of the stones by removing tiny inclu-

sions.  

A rare variety of sapphire, known as color changing sapphire, exhibits different colors in different light. A color change sapphire is blue in natural light, and violet 

in artificial light. A similar effect is also seen in alexandrite.  

Sapphire was first created synthetically in 1902 and is hard to distinguish from natural sapphires except by gemologists. Lab grown sapphires range in price and 

smaller stones are frequently used in less expensive jewelry. 

These gemstones were mined as early as the 7th Century BC from India and what is now Sri Lanka. They are found today in Sri Lanka, Kashmir, Myanmar, 

Thailand, Australia, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania, China, Madagascar, and the United States. Large specimens of Corundum crystals are rare, although the 563-carat 

Star of India can be seen in the American Museum of Natural History. This is the largest and most famous of star Sapphires, which are cut to reflect light from 

inclusions within the stone, revealing a bright six-legged star pattern.  

The Sapphire is second only to the Diamond in hardness, making it a durable gemstone for setting into jewelry. A gift of Sapphire represents sincerity and faith-

fulness. As nourishing to the soul as gazing up at the sky on a summer day, this brilliant blue gemstone is truly a heavenly choice. 

Folklore, Legend and Healing Properties. 

Its powers include spiritual enlightenment and inner peace. It is also considered an antidepressant and an aid to psychokinesis, telepathy, clairvoyance and astral 

projection. 

In ancient times, Sapphires were thought to be protective against envy, and even against poisoning. A common belief was that a venomous snake placed in a 

Sapphire vessel would rapidly die! Ground to a powder, the blue stone was believed to cure colic, rheumatism and mental illness, and to strengthen eyesight. 

Through the ages, records have been kept of some of the most spectacular sapphires and their histories. In 1900, J.P. Morgan, the American financier, presented 

the 563-carat Star of India blue star sapphire to the American Museum of Natural History, of which he was a founder. In 1922, Queen Marie of Romania wore a 

Cartier necklace, the focus of which was a 478.68-carat blue sapphire of Sri Lankan origin. The occasion was the coronation of her husband, King Ferdinand of 

Romania.  In 1960, Mrs. John A. Logan presented a 422.99-carat blue sapphire brooch to the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of Natural History. The 

Logan Sapphire, from Sri Lanka, is set in a brooch with a cluster of 16 carats of diamonds around it. In 1961, the Museum acquired the Star of Asia, a 330-carat, 

blue-violet star sapphire, said to have once been owned by the Maharajah of Jodhpur.  One of the most celebrated sapphire gems of all time was the 18-carat, oval 

blue sapphire presented to Lady Diana Spencer on her engagement to Prince Charles, Prince of Wales, in 1981. The future Princess of Wales apparently selected 

the ring personally from Garrard Jewellers, official Crown Jewellers since 1843. The sapphire was surrounded by a cluster of 14 diamonds and reportedly cost the 

equivalent of $65,000.  In June 1989, Harold Roper of Marble, North Carolina, discovered "The Lone Star," a 9,719.5-carat sapphire gem after cutting and 

polishing. No photographs have been published, but this gem is validated and is the largest known sapphire gem on record. 
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THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL September Meeting—Friday September 21, 2012 

Time: 7:30 pm   

Location:  S. C. Johnson Centre– 16 Morrell Street , Brantford ON N3T 4J2 

1/  Hwy 403 to Hwy 24 exit South 

2/ Continue south to St Paul Avenue, past Brantford General Hospital to  

    Brant Ave. Intersection. 

3/  Continue through lights to Grand River Ave., Turn right. 

4/ Continue on to Morrell Street go through stop sign turn right to enter parking lot. 

Alternate Route 

1/ Hwy 403 to Paris Road Exit, keep left at split, then turn left onto Brant Ave. 

2/ Continue south on Paris Road to St Paul intersection. 

3/ Turn right onto St Paul Ave 

4/  Continue on St Paul Ave to Grand River Ave., Turn right. 

5/ Continue on to Morrell Street go through stop sign turn right to enter parking lot. 

September’s Program 

 Bob O'Donnell (the Fossil Guy)  will be giving a presentation on the FABULOUS world of Crinoids (or cheerios).  

 Anyone who remembers the last time Bob came to or meeting ( back in April 2008) will remember how entertaining and in  

 formative it was. 

 So if you would like to learn more about fossils or have any questions you need answering on any fossils in your possession 

 come on out to the meeting, I’m sure Bob will be able and happy to answer any questions you may have. 

Club News etc. 

 - Brad is looking for clear jugs, ie windshield washer clear jugs, he is going to need 10-12 jugs.  Please bring to the September 

 meeting or contact Brad if you have any jugs to donate. 

 - Bob Perry is looking for help on the Friday of the Ancaster show to usher kids from area to area, if anyone is interested in 

 helping please contact Bob.  As well we will need volunteers for our table at the show, there will be a sign up sheet at   

 Septembers meeting, or please contact Bob or any of the Executive to sign up.. 
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Newly Discovered Dinosaur Implies Greater Prevalence of Feathers; Mega-

losaur Fossil Represents First Feathered Dinosaur Not Closely Related to 

Birds 

ScienceDaily (July 2, 2012) — A new species of feathered dinosaur discovered in southern Germany is further changing the perception of how predatory 

dinosaurs looked. The fossil of Sciurumimus albersdoerferi,which lived about 150 million years ago, provides the first evidence of feathered theropod dino-

saurs that are not closely related to birds. 

The fossil is described in a paper published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences on July 2. 

"This is a surprising find from the cradle of feathered dinosaur work, the very formation where the first feathered dinosaur Archaeopteryx was collected 

over 150 years ago," said Mark Norell, chair of the Division of Palaeontology at the American Museum of Natural History and an author on the new paper 

along with researchers from Bayerische Staatssammlung für Paläontologie und Geologie and the Ludwig Maximilians University. 

Theropods are bipedal, mostly carnivorous dinosaurs. In recent years, scientists have discovered that many extinct theropods had feathers. But this feather-

ing has only been found in theropods that are classified as coelurosaurs, a diverse group including animals likeT. rexand birds. Sciurumimus -- identified as 

a megalosaur, nota coelurosaur -- is the first exception to this rule. The  new species also sits deep within the evolutionary tree of theropods, much more so 

than coelurosaurs, meaning that the species that stem from Sciurumimus are likely to have similar characteristics. 

"All of the feathered predatory dinosaurs known so far represent close relatives of birds," said palaeontologist Oliver Rauhut, of the Bayerische Staats-

sammlung für Paläontologie und Geologie. "Sciurumimus is much more basal within the dinosaur family tree and thus indicates that all predatory dinosaurs 

had feathers." 

The fossil, which is of a baby Sciurumimus, was found in the limestones of northern Bavaria and preserves remains of a filamentous plumage, indicating 

that the whole body was covered with feathers. The genus name ofSciurumimus albersdoerferirefers to the scientific name of the tree squirrels,Sciurus, and 

means "squirrel-mimic"-referring to the especially bushy tail of the animal. The species name honours the private collector who made the specimen availa-

ble for scientific study. 

"Under ultraviolet light, remains of the skin and feathers show up as luminous patches around the skeleton," said co-author Helmut Tischlinger, from the 

Jura Museum Eichstatt. 

Sciurumimusis not only remarkable for its feathers. The skeleton, which represents the most complete predatory dinosaur ever found in Europe, allows a 

rare glimpse at a young dinosaur. Apart from other known juvenile features, such as large eyes, the new find also confirmed other hypotheses. 

"It has been suggested for some time that the lifestyle of predatory dinosaurs changed considerably during their growth," Rauhut said. "Sciurumimus shows 

a remarkable difference to adult megalosaurs in the dentition, which clearly indicates that it had a different diet." 

Adult megalosaurs reached about 20 feet in length and often weighed more than a ton. They were active predators, which probably also hunted other large 

dinosaurs. The juvenile specimen of Sciurumimus, which was only about 28 inches in length, probably hunted insects and other small prey, as evidenced by 

the slender, pointed teeth in the tip of the jaws. 

"Everything we find these days shows just how deep in the family tree many characteristics of modern birds go, and just how bird-like these animals 

were," Norell said. "At this point it will surprise no one if feather like structures were present in the ancestors of all dinosaurs. 

The study was financed by the Volkswagen Foundation and the American Museum of Natural History. 
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2012 EXECUTIVE 

PRESIDENT: ERNIE EDMONDS PHONE            519-583-9457   EMAIL:   

VICE PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS   519-752-9756  Campbell.moons@silomail.com 

TREASURER: DARREN GAGE   519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

SECRETARY: KIM LEBLANC   519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com  

SHOW CHAIR 2011-12: BOB PARRY  519-448-1236  robert@roberthalloriginals.com 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: MARCEL LEBLANC 519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com 

SOCIAL: SUSAN WAKELEY   519-752-7690  suewake28@rogers.com 

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE    519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

PROGRAM: BABS KISIEL-PENNELL  519-751-3247  BASIA10P@hotmail.com 

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY & FAYE MEADOWS 519-725-4678  fayemeadows@rogers.com 

CCFMS REP.: RENE PERRIN   519-267-5415  aperrin@rogers.com 

LIBRARIAN: RUSS McCRORY   905-389-6525 russelldavid.mccrory@sympatico.ca 

WORKSHOP: BRAD McCLELLAND  519-751-3141 

Editors Comments: 

I hope everyone had a safe and enjoyable summer and I am sure all you rock hounds are looking forward to a new season of  searching for in-

teresting crystals, minerals and rocks.  Of course I am sure many of you enjoyed some rock collecting over the summer much as my family 

enjoyed our trip to Franklin North Carolina on a combination vacation rock collecting trip, see story in  newsletter.   

If you and your family went somewhere interesting this summer  and collected some unusual specimen’s I am sure the rest of the club members 

would love to here all about it. So please write a little story about your adventures this summer and even add a few pictures and sent it to me at: 

marcell@execulink.com, and I will publish in the newsletter. 

Looking forward to seeing all the familiar faces and possibly a few new ones at the September meeting.  And don't forget the mineral of the 

month for September is Sapphire, see article in newsletter, I have a few examples for the raffle that we collected in North Carolina so come on 

out all you September babies. 
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Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3     Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL Coming Events 

September 15 & 16th Wonders of the Earth - The 43rd Scarborough Gem and Mineral club Show 

   Saturday 10-6, Sunday 11-5 

   Don Montgomery Community Centre, 2467 Eglinton Avenue East, Scarbough 

   Admission - Adults $5, Children $1 

   Contact- scarbgemclub@lycps.com 

   Website - www.scarbgemclub.ca 

September 19th  Mineral Identification Night at the ROM 

   4pm to 5:30pm 

   Presidents Choice entrance on Queens Park, doors nearest Museum subway stop. 

   Website - www.rom.on.ca/programs/id_clinics.php 

September 28-30th  Ancaster Gem, Mineral, Bead & Jewellery Show 

   Friday-9:30-6:00, Saturday-10:00 -6:00, Sunday-10:00-6:00 

   Ancaster Fairgrounds, 630 trinity Road, Ancaster, Ontario (corner of hwy 52 and 53) 

   Admission- Adults $8, under 12 free 

   See crystals, fossils and magnificent rocks from all over the word, see the latest in fashionable jewellery, shop at  

   over 30 dealers.  Take a free seminar on rocks, fossils or crystals. 

   Comtact- inquiry@robrthalloriginals.com, Ph-519-448-1236 or 1-800-360-2813 

September 30  CCFMS Field trip to St. Marys Cement Quarry in Bowmanville 

   Collecting is limited to the first 100 pre-registered CCFMS members in good standing. Current 2012 Club membership   

   cards need to be shown at the quarry gates prior to entry. Arrive before 8:30 a.m. Sign in as soon as you arrive. Safety   

   talk at 8:45 a.m. sharp. Safety gear must be worn. Liability waiver must be signed. Collectors need to be over 16 years   

   old.  

   Time: 9.00 am to 4 pm  

   * Meet at St Marys Quarry entrance as shown on the map and more information on this quarry can be found at 

   http://www.ccfms.ca/Events/Bowmanville.html 

   Contact: Randy Ernst 416-494-4276 or e-mail- rernst@rogers.com 

October 13-14th  43rd Annual Gem Storm. Show and sale sponsored by the Kingston Lapidary and Mineral Club 

   Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5.  

   Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, 53 Yonge St., Kingston, ON 

   Features- Over 30 dealers; Children’s mine, Jewellery Workshop 

   Contact- Les Moss Show Chairman at emoss@cogeco.net 

October 26 & 27h  University Science Open House  (Note no show on Sunday this year) 

   Saturday will entertain kids of all ages with events like the Fossil Fish ,Dig, Gold Panning, Mining Matters activities,   

   Lego labs, Mineral kits, That’s life, Bug ‘R’ Us and much more!      

   Friday will also feature the official opening of the Discovery Mine – Cobalt Star Silver Mine tunnel! 

   Friday Noon - 6 PM; Saturday 10 AM - 5 PM. CEIT Building, Earth 

   Sciences Museum, University of Waterloo, 200 University Ave. W., Waterloo 

   Website- www.uwaterloo.ca/earth-sciences-museum 

November 1-8  Robert Hall Originals - Annual Fall Open House  

   Canadian made pewter gifts & jewellery for Christmas gift giving 

   Thursday, November 1 to Thursday ,November 8 

   10 am-5pm each day 

   138 Sugar Maple Road, St. George Ontario 

   Contact:  mailto:inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com (519) 448-1236 or 1-800-360-2813  

   Website - www.rom.on.ca/programs/id_clinics.php 

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/

